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The Videobustour
The better city sightseeing tour.

O

ur guided city sightseeing tours are accompanied by historic film footage, photographs and audio material, while our unique Movie City tours take you to original
filming locations and show excerpts from the movies on-screen.

A Videobustour is different from the usual city sightseeing tour. Historic film footage, photographic images and audio material are presented on video screens throughout the bus.

Hot-spots & Not-spots
The tours visit famous and lesser-known historic landmarks as well as contemporary architectural and cultural attractions. Our experienced guides complement the audio-visual material
with background information and insider knowledge of the city. On a Videobustour, you
will discover Berlin, Cologne, Dresden, Hamburg, Leipzig, Munich, Potsdam or Santiago
de Chile from a completely new perspective.

Customers
Our unique tours and services are aimed at individual tourists and company groups as
well as institutions and private persons. Whether an educational trip, a company outing, a
conference-programme extra or a product presentation: tours can be tailored to different
target groups and occasions.

Set-jetting
Alongside the historic tours that started
in 2003 in Berlin, from 2007 onwards
Videobustour added to its repertoire
with Movie City Berlin, Movie City
Munich and Movie City Hamburg tours.
In Germany, these tours have made
Videobustour a pioneer in film-location
tourism or set-jetting.
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Videobustour System
Focus on the customer.

Coach
High-quality coaches for all group sizes from
small to large.

Video Equipment
Equipped with at least 4 video monitors,
a DVD player and some minor technical
accessories.

Personal Tour Guide
With a professional personal tour guide that
accompanies the group.
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Company Structure
Tourism meets Film Production.

Z

eitreisen Event and Project Management and Tourism Media
Productions joined forces in 2003 to create a new and unique tourism product:
Multimedia Sightseeing Tours.

In keeping with wide-ranging trends of multimedia in our everyday lives, there is no company next to Videobustour with a similar range, reach and experience.

Tourism Media Productions
•
•
•
•
•

Content Production
Video Equipment
Smartphone & Tablet Apps
Emerging Technologies
Technology Consulting

Two companies together create one product.

Zeitreisen
•
•
•
•
•

Sales & Bookings
Event Services
Tour Operations
Historic Research
Guide Co-ordination
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Sales Structure
Future-proof travel product.

V

ideobustours are sold to groups and individuals through all the usual channels. Coach
operators offer a premium product to incoming agencies, cruise operators and other
volume customers. City marketing institutions raise awareness of their major sites.
Regional film commissions promote new films to the public and their region to film-makers.
Event & incentive agencies include an exciting new product in their portfolio. Individual
tickets are sold through tourist information offices, online booking services and by our own
company sales offices.

Coach Operators

That product is sold through various sales channels.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Haru / BBS (Berlin)
Berlin Mobil (Berlin)
Autobus Oberbayern (Munich)
Köln Tourismus (Cologne)
Jasper (Hamburg)
Taeter ( Leipzig)

Videobustour
•
•
•
•
•

Regular Public Tours
Conference & Incentive
Regional Marketing Tool
Product Presentation
Film Premiere Event

Agencies
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Event & Incentive Agencies
DER Tour
Cologne City Marketing
Hamburg Film Commission
Munich Film Commission
Dresden City Marketing
Berlinale Film Festival
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Content Production
Un-matched experience in research and storytelling.

A

Videobustour is much more than just a collection of archive material. Our particular expertise in this field is un-matched by anyone because we have seven years of
experience in research and production for multimedia sightseeing tours.

With years of experience we take all aspects into
consideration - right from the start.
Every tour guide and coach driver knows that a sightseeing tour has to be continually
adjusted to the groups’ dynamics and the current traffic situation. No matter how difficult
the subject matter or how chaotic the traffic might be, the guests expect a coherent story
that informs and entertains.
We take all this into consideration, right from the start of research and production. We know
what to look for, how to combine it and how to present it.
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Impact on Coach Tourism
New target audiences.

I

n addition to tourists that usually book a sightseeing tour at their destination, with
a Videobustour our partners were able to reach new target audiences, thus increase
substantially the use of coach tourism in their region. These new audiences were often
found to be younger, more well-off and higher educated.
In addition, a Videobustour is able to activate local resiIncrease substantially
dents as sightseeing customers because the increased level
use of coach tourism.
of information and entertainment has made sightseeing in
their own city an interesting past time.

Education & Entertainment
These facts are also reflected in the direct bookings at our own offices. Our Movie City
Tours have proven successful with a younger audience and local residents, while our wellrespected Historic Tours have made an impact with political and educational institutions
such as the German Federal Agency for Political Education, The German Historic Museum
and the German Parliament. These institutions often cater to customers with a somewhat
more detailed interest in history.

Up-hill Struggle
The creation of our innovative new service was and still is in many ways an up-hill struggle.
Because sightseeing in a coach appears to still have a slightly stayed reputation that does
not quite seem to fit into a 21st century world with social media and multiple television
documentaries at any given hour.

MTV Generation
However, we are convinced that Multimedia Sightseeing Tours will become the expected
norm worldwide. Today we have already been able to win over the media-savvy “MTV
Generation”.

Digital Natives
As and when the so-called “digital
natives” grow-up and take part in city
sightseeing, this trend towards ever
more multimedia in our lives will have
accelerated even more.
Videobustours will guarantee a sustained and cost-effective increase in
the number of tourists transported.
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the

References
National & State Institutions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Office of the German President
Berlin Museum of the Allied Forces
Berlin Police
Berlin Tourism Marketing
Documentation Centre Berlin Wall
European Central Bank & Bundesbank
Federal Agency for Political Education
German Armed Forces
German Historic Museum
Senate of Berlin
Standing Conference of German Ministers for Cultural Affairs

Foundations & NGOs
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

American Season 2004
Bertelsmann University
BMW Foundation
Copenhagen Business School
Federal Association of German Architects
Federal Association of German Foundations
German Seminar for Tourism
German Society for Foreign Policy
German Student Exchange Service
German-French Youth Exchange Programme
German-Polish Youth Exchange Programme
Hertie Foundation
Liberty International
Robert Bosch Foundation

Corporate
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ARD Television
Babelsberg Film Studios
BBC Television
Bertelsmann
Coca-Cola
Daimler
Degussa
Deutsche Bank
Deutsche Post / DHL
EADS
L’Oreal / Vichy
Peugeot
Robert Bosch GmbH
VW
Würth Group
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Partners
National & State Institutions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Federal Agency for Political Education
Federal Foundation of German History
German Historic Museum
National Council of Monuments of Chile
National Film Archive of Chile
State Archive of Berlin
State Archive of Saxony
The Free State of Saxony

City Institutions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

State support is important
for access to public archives.

Berlin Museum of the Allied Forces
City of Hamburg - Cultural Department
City of Munich - Cultural Department
Dresden City Museums
Film and TV Fonds of the Free State of Bavaria
Film and TV Museum of Hamburg
City Archive of Munich
Hamburg City Museum
Hamburg Film and TV Fonds
Leipzig City Museum
Munich City Museum

City Marketing
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Berlin Tourism Marketing
Cologne Tourism Marketing
Dresden Tourism Marketing
Hamburg Tourism Marketing
Leipzig Tourism Marketing
Munich Tourism Marketing
Potsdam City Marketing
Santiago de Chile Tourism Marketing

Tourism Companies
•
•
•
•
•

Bavaria Film Studios - Studio Tour
DERTour
Disney Tours
Studio Babelsberg - Studio Tour
World of TUI
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Coach, Cost and Video
Equipment
Upgrading a coach.

T

he Videobustour deliberately employs a simple video system with off-the-shelf components, based on a DVD player. A standard coach with two existing video screens
and DVD player can easily be converted into a Videobustour coach. Requiring an
investment of around €5.000 per coach for two additional video screens and some smaller
pieces of equipment.

Even when this coach is used for standard (non-Videobustour) tours or transfers, the
upgraded coach offers a pleasing environment. Moreover, the coach operator can demand
a premium for all customers wishing to use the upgraded video equipment.

A standard coach can easily be converted into
a Videobustour coach.
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Video Equipment
Alternatives
iPod, tablets, or Hop-on Hop-off with video.

U

p-market tours require a personal tour guide and our system based on DVD has
proven flexible, easy to use and successful for these kinds groups. Some of our guides
prefer to use external multimedia devices such as iPods and our coach partners
have upgraded some coaches accordingly.

iPad / Tablet
Currently, we are experimenting with a system based on one iPad for the tour guide plus a
number of iPads for our guests. This will allow us to leave the coach and conduct Walking
Video Tours. A system like this solves a problem that frequently arises in cities where some of
the main sights are situated in areas that coaches may not enter. With tablet-based Walking
Tours we will be able to hold on to our guests for longer because they can
experience all sites within one of our tours.

Tablet-based exits with video can be
more profitable for tour operators.
Hop-on Hop-off
For tours geared towards the mass market such as Hop-on Hop-off or Circle Tours, our content
can be integrated into an existing video system. Or one of our partners who specialises in
coach video equipment can install a system that triggers the film clips automatically based
on GPS-positioning.
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Outlook
Any region, city and sight.

T

he Videobustour is worldwide the largest infrastructure to introduce the trend towards
multimedia into coach travel. Bringing coach travel in-line with current technical
possibilities and rising customer expectations. Our principle and experience can be
applied everywhere. In any country, region or city, and for almost every sight. We can even
help forge new cooperations between travel and mass media.

Cruise excursions
Example: Disney Cruises

Multiple-day tours
Example: India, Golden Triangle

City marketing & Cultural heritage
Example: Dubai, State & City Heritage

Print publication cooperation
Example: National Geographic

TV-production cooperation
Example: The History Channel
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Conclusion
Multimedia and beyond.

M

ultimedia has become a part of our every-day lives. With YouTube, Flickr and
Facebook we have come to expect more than just a text or verbal explanations and
we are well used to consuming many different kinds of media, often at the same
time. This has also been a trend in museums starting in the mid-90ies, where multimedia
installations are included in most newly designed exhibitions.



Videobustours introduce new tour ideas, open-up different
target audiences and innovative cooperation options for
coach or travel operators with mass media.



Our safe and proven system can be implemented in any
country, region or city, and for almost every sight.



Various content selections and sales channels can be geared
towards the mass market or highest tier customers.



Regional marketing and cultural heritage institutions
receive a powerful tool to better communicate their contents and messages.



Even regions and cities with only a few crowd-pulling
sights can create compelling tours with the help of multimedia content.



Civic cohesion and responsibility can be increased by creating a sense of common history, present and future.
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